
  



 

Set along the Côte d’Azur between France and Italy, the cosmopolitan Principality of Monaco offers the 

essence of Europe—history, elegance, and excitement—in less than a square mile. Visitors experience its 

sublime Casino de Monte-Carlo, the panoramic views on the Mediterranean, the prestigious Princely 

Palace, be pampered at the best spas, be part of the legend at the F1 Grand Prix de Monaco, or be 

fascinated by Monaco’s philharmonic, ballet, and opera companies.  

 

But in the midst of this wealth of experiences is a high degree of corporate responsibility. The current 

ruler, H.S.H. Prince Albert II, is in the forefront of environmental advocacy: Monaco’s hotels and the 

Grimaldi Forum convention centre are eco-friendly. Thanks to an American-born Princess—the former 

film star Grace Kelly—English is widely spoken in the destination. With more than 300 sunny days per 

year, Monaco can rival most destinations for favorable weather. Packages and value-added amenities 

make it friendly for incentive programs.  
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MATCHLESS VALUE: a European 

5* destination at an excellent 

cost for groups. Special 

packages and VAT refunds make 

it an indisputable choice. 

EASILY ACCESSIBLE: 

Monaco lies between 

France and Italy, just 14 

miles from Nice Côte d’Azur 

International Airport. 

HIGH STANDING INTERNATIONAL 

HOTELS: Monaco’s European 

style resorts are regularly 

refurbished to feature all modern 

amenities and technology.  

IMAGE AND DISTINCTION: a 

memory of great events that 

made the whole world dream, 

Monaco is synonym of glamour 

and rich cultural heritage. 

VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES: whether 

taking part in an exciting 

teambuilding event or 

participating in a cultural show, 

this is a trip never to be forgotten. 

 

COMPACT SIZE FOR EASY 

ORGANIZATION: in Monaco, 

everything is within a walking 

distance and all hotels are 

central to the convention centre. 

ONE OF THE SAFEST PLACES 

ON EARTH: Monaco offers a 

high level of security; guests 

can be assured of a safe and 

carefree stay. 

AN INTERNATIONAL VENUE: 

132 nationalities are 

represented in Monaco and 

many are the languages spoken 

in town.  

SUNNY YEAR-ROUND 

WEATHER: with more than 300 

days of sunshine, Monaco is 

the perfect destination for 

every season. 

DIVERSITY OF SIGHTS AND 

CULTURES: The variety of sights 

and cultures never leaves guests 

wanting.  

Accessible, glamorous and, above all, 

affordable—Monaco is one of the world’s                     

most attractive destinations. 
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In 1297, François Grimaldi’s small army 

defeated a rival Italian faction, becoming 

the ruler of Monaco; an unbroken reigning 

monarchy for more than 700 years, the 

oldest in Europe; 1999 marked the 50-year 

jubilee of Prince Rainier III; 2005 the 

enthronement of H.S.H. Prince Albert II. 
- Changing of the Guard 

- Oceanographic Museum and Aquarium 

- Casino of Monte-Carlo 

- Exotic Garden and Observatory Cave 

- New National Museum of Monaco, NMNM 

- Museum of H.S.H. the Prince of Monaco’s 

Vintage Car Collection                                                   

- Princess Grace Rose Garden 

 

- 18hole Golf course at the mountain top  

Monte-Carlo Golf Club 

- Tennis and squash at the Monte-Carlo 

Country Club                                                                                   

- Sailing regatta and other water sports                  

- Scuba diving                                                                             

- Electric bike/car rally 

- Larvotto public beach 

- Carol Joy Spa at Fairmont Monte Carlo 

- Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo 

- Spa Metropole by Givenchy 

- Odéon Sisley Spa 

- Monte-Carlo Beach Spa                                     

- The Cinq Mondes Spa 

- Monte-Carlo Garnier Opera 

- Les Ballets de Monte-Carlo 

- Le Printemps des Arts 

- Monte-Carlo Philharmonic Orchestra 

- Art exhibitions at the Grimaldi Forum  

- International Circus Festival 

- Monte-Carlo Rolex Masters 

- Spring Arts Festival                                                          

- Historic Grand-Prix 

- Monaco F1 Grand Prix 

- Jumping International de Monte-Carlo 

- International Fireworks Festival 

- Monaco Yacht Show 

- Monaco’s National Day 

- “Haute Cuisine” lesson 

- Wine tasting and cooking competition 

- Helicopter tours 

- Fragrance competition and creation 

- Luxury auctions 

- Carré d’Or luxury boutiques 

- Prestigious charity events 

 

 

http://www.jumping-monaco.com/


 

MONACAIR 

www.monacair.mc/en 

Scenic 7-minute helicopter transfers 

between Nice airport and Monaco heliport 

with a depart every 15 minutes, and include 

a minivan shuttle service.  

One-way: €160/pers  

Round-trip: €280/pers 

BUS (EXPRESS SERVICE NO. 110) 

www.rca.tm.fr 

RCA Nice Airport Express operates regular 

transfers every 30min. from 7am to 9pm via 

the motorway between Nice Côte d’Azur 

Airport and Monaco (approximately 45 min.) 

One-way: €22/pers.  

Round-trip: €33 /pers 

TRAIN 

www.voyages-sncf.com 

All trains stop at Monaco-Monte Carlo 

station. TGV high speed trains and regional 

express trains link towns throughout the 

French Riviera, as well as major cities in 

France, Italy & Switzerland. 

 

TAXI 

 

Duration: approximately 45 minutes from 

Nice Côte d’Azur International Airport to 

Monaco. 

One-way from €75 to €90 

 

 

DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANIES 

www.visitmonaco.com/us/Meetings-

Incentives/DMCs 

Several incoming agencies based in Monaco 

can assist you in planning unique meeting 

and incentive programs in the Principality.            

In close partnership with the Monaco 

Government Tourist Office, they foster 

extensive knowledge of local products and an 

ability to tailor experiences for your guests.  

 



 

DAY 1 
- Arrival at Nice Côte d’Azur International Airport 

- 7-minute helicopter transfer to Monaco 

- Welcome cocktail reception and dinner at the hotel 

- Welcome gift 

 

DAY 2 
- Fascinating tour in the Principality: old town, Oceanographic 

Museum, Cathedral and the charming medieval streets on the 

rock 

- Lunch in a typical Monegasque restaurant (barbagiuans and 

pissaladière) 

- Visit to the 1,500 ft. above the sea medieval Eze Village 

- Discovery of Fragonard perfumeries and creation of their own 

personal scent  

- Dinner at the Museum of H.S.H the Prince of Monaco’s Vintage 

Car Collection.  

- Night gift: Chef’s delicacy 

DAY 3 
- Regatta along the Riviera coastline 

- Lunch at the Brasserie de Monaco, located on Port Hercule 

- Choice of local attractions such as: New National Museum of 

Monaco, Exotic Garden and its Observatory Cave… 

- Dinner at one of Monaco’s world-class restaurants 

- After-dinner venues : Twiga (dancing hot spot with a chic bar) 

or Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo (the place to see and to be seen)  

- Night gift: Monaco-made porcelain with the royal seal 

 

DAY 4 
- Full-day journey into France (i.e. a car rally armed with road 

book and a list of items to collect) Destination : old town of 

Nice, the busting city of Cannes, or beautiful Biot village 

- Lunch at leisure 

- Discovery of Saint-Paul de Vence (old walled village, charming 

boutiques and galleries, and game of pétanque) 

- Dinner and show at the Sporting Monte-Carlo : Casino chips 

are given to guests to test their luck 

DAY 5 
- Travel to San Remo on the “Riviera of Flowers” with lunch at     

a typical restaurant in Vallecrosia.  

- Alternatively, little cruise to Villefranche and lunch at 

waterfront La Mère Germaine renowned restaurant  

- Ride home to Monaco through the attractive resort town of 

Menton.  

- Relax in one of the luxury spas of Monaco. 

- Gala dinner at reminiscent of the Belle Epoque Ephrussi de 

Rothschild Villa  

- After dinner, Nikki Beach, Buddha Bar or La Rascasse party 

- Special chocolate box from one of the oldest chocolate 

houses in the world, the Chocolaterie de Monaco 

 
DAY 6 

- Your group departs via deluxe motor coach to Nice Airport for 

the flight home, no doubt full of fond memories of the 

magical place called Principality of Monaco 

 



 

INCLUDES: 

- Accommodations daily 

- Daily American breakfast buffet 

- Welcome reception: two-hour open bar, deluxe hors d’oeuvres 

and buffet stations 

- Farewell gala: one-hour open bar cocktail reception followed 

by a 4-course dinner, including half bottle of wine 

- VAT, service charge, porterage and housekeeping services 

- Unlimited access to rooftop pool, open year-round 

- Unlimited access to rooftop fitness centre 

- Hospitality room for program duration 

- Special welcome amenities for VIPs 

- In-room Wi-Fi for all Fairmont President Club members                 

(free online registration) 

Ideally situated in the centre of the Principality, the Fairmont Monte 

Carlo boosts 602 rooms and suites, an exceptional choice of 

restaurants and bars, a pool connected to a Fitness Centre and Spa, 

a 15,135 sq. ft. Salle d’Or (the largest hotel ballroom on the Riviera) 

complemented by 17 meeting rooms and multiple breakout rooms 

for a total of 38,750 sq. ft. of 18 conference rooms, elegant 

boutiques and casino.  

All rooms and suites feature balconies overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, 

the sparkling Principality or the hotel’s courtyard garden. Wi-Fi throughout 

the hotel will allow for a balance of resort and business pursuits. 

An experienced conference and catering team is committed to delivering 

unsurpassed service and ensuring that each event is a success. Fairmont 

Monte Carlo...Turning moments into memories for our clients. 

www.fairmont.com/montecarlo 



 

Grimaldi Forum Monaco is the international conference venue of the Principality. It offers smart meeting spaces and creative services and host events 

from 400 to 4,500 attendees. It is one of the greenest venues in Europe and its commitment has been rewarded by the ISO 14001 environmental 

management certification since 2008.  

 
 

The Monaco Meetings Offer provides added value to any group that 

books 1,200+ room-nights split among two hotels, and the Grimaldi 

Forum Monaco, including: 
 

- 35% discount on roundtrip airport transfers by regular bus; 

- Organization of your site inspection; 

- A welcome drink; 

- Return bus transfers between hotels and gala venue within Monaco; 

- The “Exclusive Privileges” booklet with special discounts on tourist 

attractions and participating restaurants and stores; 

- 10% discount on meeting space rental; 

- Complimentary first coffee break; 

- Free Wi-Fi in the exhibition space and hotel rooms. 

 
www.monacoconventionbureau.com 

- 1 dedicated Green Team who proposes tailor-made solutions for 

organizers wishing to limit the environmental footprint of their event; 
 

- More than 150,000 sq. ft. of exhibit and catering areas with various 

set-up options; 
 

- Its 1,800-seat auditorium with a 11,000 sq. ft. stage is used for 

corporate events and plenary sessions as well as concerts, ballet and 

opera performance;. 
 

- Two other auditoriums seat 800 and 400.  
 

- 23 breakout rooms for 10 to 400 with different possible layouts.  

 
For more information, please visit: www.grimaldiforum.mc  
 

and take a virtual tour:                             

http://www.grimaldiforum.com/js/grimaldi360/tour/forum_en.html 

 

 

http://www/


 

Commit to compensate for the ecological impact of your event in 

Monaco through Carbon O setting in favor of a sustainable 

development program supported by the Prince Albert II of Monaco 

Foundation. In return, your program will be officially designated as 

Carbon Neutral. 

 
FAIRMONT MONTE CARLO OFFERS A GUIDE FOR GREEN 

MEETINGS:  
”Eco-Meet” is a green meeting and conference planning alternative 

which helps planners by providing a meeting structure that 

encourages maximum waste diversion and environmental 

awareness for conference delegates. “Eco- Meet” options can be 

tailored to the individual needs of the client.  

PRINCE ALBERT II 
OF MONACO FOUNDATION 

VAT RECLAIM  
Monaco offers VAT reclaim (Value Added Taxes) 

On certain business expenses such as hotel rooms, food & beverage, venue rental, 

audio-visual, entertainment and professional services.                                                                 

To make the most of your VAT reclaim, plan ahead and consult with a specialist. 

 


